TO ALL MEMBERS
OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GREEK PHILOSOPHY
THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED OR CONTRIBUTED PAPERS
TO THE 17th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF PHILOSOPHY
AND ALL INTERESTED PARTIES

I. THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GREEK PHILOSOPHY and the INTERNATIONAL CENTER OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE wish to inform all concerned of the publication of the following three (3) volumes containing the Papers from the 17th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF PHILOSOPHY.

   a. EUROPEAN UNION: 30 EUROS  b. FOR ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: 40 EUROS

   a. EUROPEAN UNION: 30 EUROS  b. FOR ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: 40 EUROS

   a. EUROPEAN UNION: 30 EUROS  b. FOR ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: 40 EUROS

II. The Volumes contain important scientific texts and studies in Greek and mostly in English. The prices are given above. The given prices include the postage(mail) and packing expenses.

III. The purchase of all three volumes and their posting in Greece are offered at the price of 60 Euros.
    The purchase of all three volumes and their posting in Europe are offered at the price of 70 Euros.
    The purchase of all three volumes and their posting outside Europe are offered at the price of 80 Euros.
    The purchase of two volumes and their posting in Greece are offered at the price of 50 Euros.
    The purchase of two volumes and their posting in Europe are offered at the price of 60 Euros.
    The purchase of two volumes and their posting outside Europe are offered at the price of 70 Euros.

IV. It will not be possible to supply off-prints of Papers contained in the Volumes.
V. All the members of IAGP, the authors and all other interested persons are kindly requested to order the above volumes by sending the amount corresponding to the volume(s) of their choice.

All payments together with the ORDER FORM should be sent to:
K. BOUDOURIS
5 SIMONIDOU STR.,
174 56 ALIMOS-GREECE

ORDER FORM

NAME: ...........................................................................................................

ADDRESS: ........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................

TELEPHONE: ....................... FAX:...........................................

E-MAIL: .......................... MOBILE PHONE: ............................

I REMIT THE AMOUNT OF $ ........ (USA) OR ........ EUROS AS A
SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE VOLUME (VOLUMES) : 1, 2, 3, - AND I WOULD LIKE
THE BOOK(S) TO BE SENT TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS OR TO THE
FOLLOWING ADDRESS:

NAME : ...........................................................

ADDRESS: ................................................
........................................................................
........................................................................
........................................................................

DATE: ............. SIGNATURE: ..............